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Densely nesting Guanay Cormorants (Phalacrocorax bougainvillii), Peruvian Booby 
(Sula mrie[?ata), and Peruvian Brown Pelican occidenta/is deserted eggs and 

to high densities of argasid causes of 
as human disturbance, did not fit the 

were Jess 
of guano. A of the and medical enromo1og1ca1 
ectoparasites may be strong determinants of nesting success and 
use. 

onies have existed 
Dense, reliable offer excellent 
conditions for 
difficult task of eliminated 
(Rothschild and 1952), Ornitlwdoros ambl11s was 
chosen for from of of the 
birds (Murphy because it is and 
and LaValle (1918) mentions ticks causing desertions 
by guano birds, suggesting that at times it does have 
an effect on the hosts. 

Clifford et al. (1980) and Khalil and Hoogstraal (1981) 
have described some aspects of the life history of this 
tick. It has four to seven nymphal instars before ma
turity, each usually requiring a blood-meal. Females 
have a mean egg production of 457 in captivity, and 
under artificial conditions the life cycle is completed 
in 63 to 401 d. Adults feed for only short periods be-

METHODS 

sites 

I spent 6 mo (September 1977 to March 1978) on 
Isla Mazorca (l 77°45'W; l 1.6 ha) and between 
14 February and 12 March 1979, I made trips of l-7 d 
to eight other islands: Isla Guanape Norte (08°32'S, 
78°58'W; 35 ha), Isla Macabi (07°47'S, 79°30'W; 8 ha); 
Islas Lobos de Tierra (06°28'S, 80°501 W; 1426 ha); Is
las Ballestas Norte and Sur (13°44'S, 76°24 1 W; 32 ha); 
and Islas Chinchas Norte, Centro, and Sur (13°39 1S, 
76°25'W; Norte: 64 ha; Centro: 66 ha; Sur: 27 ha). 

Extent of desertions 

I used three methods to calculate the extent of de
sertion of nests by adult birds: (I) on Mazorca, I fol-
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Ornithology, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700 
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by nesting sites; (2) on other islands, I estimated the 
extent of desertions from conversations with care-
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takers and by examination of empty nests; (3) at all 
islands, the bimonthly census maps made by care
takers (Nelson 1968) allowed an independent measure 
of desertion over time. 

Census records were also useful as an index of de
sertions in past years. I analyzed all available records 
from three of the most important guano islands: Ma
zorca, Macabi, and Isla Don Martin (occasionally re
ferred to as San Martin, l1°0l'S, 77°40'W; 16.5 ha). 
For each breeding season, I compared the greatest 
area occupied by the three species during incubation 
with the area occupied 2 mo later. Young take at least 
2 mo after hatching to leave the nest (IO wk for the 
cormorant; 12 wk for the booby; and 12 wk for the 
pelican (Vogt 1942, D. C. Duffy, personal observa
tion), so any decrease in active nesting area was likely 
to have been caused by desertions rather than by the 
successful fledging of young. 

Behavior of the birds during desertion 

I assumed that the behavior of the birds would be 
indicative of the cause of the desertions. I made qual
itative observations of the behavior of deserting and 
"normal" adults, noting nest attendance, ambulatory 
behavior, and condition of plumage. 

On the assumption that preening serves at least par
tially to limit ectoparasites (Rothschild and Clay 1952), 
I recorded on Isla Mazorca the number of seconds per 
minute that adults spent preening at nests in' 'healthy'' 
areas and in areas where they were deserting. I made 
88 1-min observations of boobies in both areas, I 08 
such observations of cormorants in both areas, and 
100 of pelicans, only at active nests. I did not measure 
preening at nests where pelicans were deserting be
cause most such desertions took place before I had 
opportunity to study them. 

Ticks as the agents of desertions 

I did not actually count ticks feeding on birds be
cause of the disturbance this would have entailed, the 
short feeding periods of adult and nymphal 0. amblus 
(Clifford et al. 1980), and the possible bias which would 
have been introduced by any die! variations in feeding 
behavior of the ticks. 

On every island, I took 500-cm 3 scoop samples of 
guano and debris from nests. I distinguished three cat
egories of nests based on proximity to areas with de
serted nests: (a) deserted nests >5 m from occupied 
nests; (b) deserted nests within I m of occupied nests; 
and (c) occupied nests at least 5 m from the edge of 
an active colony. Active nests were very rare in de
serted areas as were empty nests in occupied areas. 

Guano samples were sorted by hand on Mazorca. 
On the other islands, I sifted guano through a screen 

hand when it was moist. adult and 
were count

ed, since first-instar nymphs were too small and fast
moving for accurate tallies. 

Alternative agents of desertions 

A number of other agents could have caused deser
tions at the colonies. These include: predation, heat, 
human disturbance, disease, and food shortage. Most 
of these could be assessed through qualitative obser
vations. Were predators present? Did desertions begin 
on the warmer side of the island? What relation was 
there between desertions and disturbed areas? Were 
there any symptoms of disease? 

To examine the possibility that shortage of food had 
led to the desertions, I measured the durations of 306 
foraging trips by boobies over IO d and 157 trips by 
cormorants over 5 d at Isla Mazorca. I did not measure 
the duration of pelican trips because this species is at 
least partially nocturnal (Vogt 1942, D. C. Duffy, per
sonal observation). I assumed that the longer the trip, 
the more difficult it was to obtain food. Vogt (1942) 
believed that trips of >6 h indicated food shortages 
and were predictive of desertions by nesting cormo
rants. 

Limitations on the numbers of ticks 

I concentrated on the two most likely controls on 
the increase of ticks on the islands: predation and guano 
harvesting by humans. 

On Lobos de Tierra, my field assistant and I col
lected five Tropidurus sp. lizards from the edges of a 
nesting colony of Peruvian Boobies. The collection 
was made between IOOO and 1500 h. The lizards were 
preserved in 95% alcohol within I h of collection. 
Stomachs were later dissected and the contents ana
lyzed by number of prey items per stomach, frequency 
of occurrence, and percent of stomach volume. These 
data were compared with those compiled by Vogt ( 1939) 
from 12 Tropidurus taken on Isla Chincha Norte. 

Peruvian authorities harvest the guano at 1-3 yr in
tervals, removing all nests, trash, and guano accu
mulated. Dates of extraction are on file in the archives 
of the Compaiiia Administradora de! Guano and PES
CA PERU in Lima. 

I compared the number of ticks on each island with 
the number of breeding seasons since the extraction 
of guano. I used all samples taken from the nests of 
recently deserted nests of Peruvian Boobies (Zone B) 
in Tables I and 2. 

If ticks are limited by predators, then tick popula
tions would be expected to go down with successive 
seasons since extraction, as populations of the pred
ators recover from the destruction caused by the last 
harvest. On the other hand, if the harvest itself is re
sponsible for controlling ticks, then ticks should in
crease with each year since harvest. 

RESULTS 

Between late November and mid-January of 1977-
1978 =75% of the 385 000 pairs of nesting Guanay Cor-
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TABLE Tick numbers on islands visited in !979 (means ± SE) of 500-mL of material from nests in three zones: 
A. from deserted nests at least 5 m from the nearest occupied nests; B. from 
from active nests >5 m from deserted nests. 

nests within l m of nests: C. 

Percent 
ls land Species deserting 

Macabi Pelican 
Cormorant 40 
Booby 

Norte Booby lO 
Lobos Tierra Booby 30 
Ballestas Sur Booby 5 
Ballestas Norte Booby 0 
Chincha Sur Booby 0 
Chincha Centro Booby !5 

morants, Peruvian Boobies, and Peruvian Brown Pel
icans deserted their nests on Isla Mazorca, 
in a loss of somewhere between 500 000 and 750 000 
eggs and young. 

The desertions began on the south side of the island 
during November in an area which was inaccessible 
without causing major disturbance to the intervening 

area. December and a line of 
desertions worked its way northward, up the slope to 
the central of the island and over onto the north-

the middle of the 
had been deserted, Peruvian Boobies 

Cormorants had begun to renest on the 
where the desertions had taken 

Desertions on other islands 

I visited islands in 
evidence of desertions 

et al. and were 
caused food shortage (Vogt 1940, 1942, Jordan 1964). 
Desertions occurred in 30% of the remaining 69 breed
ing seasons. 

their eggs and young at and 

A 

18.2 8.! 
0.8 0.3 
52. 2.9 

12.6 6.6 
I LO± 4.8 

5.2 ± 1.9 

Nest location zone 

B 

No. ticks per sample 

49.8 13.0 

7.2 
19.2 
85.4 
7.2 

c 

8.2 ± 3.2 
15.8 5.3 

l.4 ± 2.0 
l0.8 ± 2.3 
43.2 ± 15.3 

joined other adults roosting away from the nesting area. 
Preening was a much more common behavior of adults 
prior to desertion. Adult boobies spent 23% of each 
minute to desertions 13.9 ± 0.2 
s/min SE) compared to 5% in apparently healthy 
areas (i 2.6 ± 0.2 s/min SE: 11 = 88 in each class). 
Preening was also more frequent in cormorants (de-

adults, 11 108, i 15.1 ± 0.2 nonde-
108, .\' 0.1 Pelicans 

of their time 
parent tick infestation. 

Several subcolonies of uci111..cLu~ deserted on the south 
side of the island: none did on the north. The south-
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A 

B 

9 EGGS OR YOUNG 

Q NO EGGS 

0 NO DATA 

X DESERTED 

FIG. 2. Desertions at a booby subcolony on Mazorca be
tween 28 December 1977 and 31 January 1978. Mean distance 
between nests is =0.8 m. 

em birds were on eggs, while the northern groups al
ready had young and perhaps were more tenacious. 
Boobies and cormorants deserted both eggs and young. 

Nests left unattended quickly attracted Kelp and 
Band-tailed Gulls (Larus dominicanus and L. bel
cheri). Neighboring cormorants and pelicans often stole 
nesting material, leaving eggs or young to tumble down 
the slopes. Gulls did not scavenge much on cliff-ledge 
colonies of boobies. In these areas, deserted young 
became more and more matted with guano and often 
appeared pink from heavy concentrations of first-in
star ticks. Starvation, exposure, and the heavy load 
of parasites probably all contributed to the eventual 
demise of the young. 

Causes <~f' the desertions 

Ticks.-Densities of ticks were lower in apparently 
healthy areas, compared to areas where adults were 
deserting, on Mazorca (Table 2). Recently deserted 
nests (Zone B) on Islas Macabi, Guaiiape Norte, Lo
bos de Tierra, and Chincha Centro all had higher tick 
levels than nests in apparently healthy areas (Zone C; 
Table I). 

Combining the data from Tables I and 2, there was 
-~aSpearman Rank Correlation (r,,) of .97 (P < .OJ; /1 = 

8; Fig. 3) between the extent of desertion and tick 
levels. 

TABLE 2. Adult and nymphal tick abundances (per 500-cm3 

sample of nesting material) in recently deserted and in 
healthy areas of Isla Mazorca, 1978. (Means ± SE). 

Species 11 Healthy area Deserted area 

No. ticks per sample 

Guanay Cormorant 

Nest cup 10 9.9 ± 0.7 42.I ± 5.0 
Nest base 10 6.2 0.7 171.4 ± 23.8 

Peruvian Booby 
Nest cup 10 5.1 ± 1.2 194.9 ± 22.7 

Brown Pelican 
Nest cup 10 42.2 ± 5.4 no data 

Predators.-No Andean Condor (Vultur gryplws) or 
Turkey Vulture (Cathartes aura) was seen on Mazor
ca during the study period. Vultures, and until re
cently, condors were shot on sight by the guards on 
the islands. The original accounts of their causing de
sertions are all second-hand (Coker 1920, Murphy 1925, 
Vogt 1942). Kelp and Band-tailed Gulls were never 
seen to attack nests defended by adults. No terrestrial 
predators were present on Mazorca. 

Disease.-Without extensive laboratory work, it is 
impossible to prove that disease was not present. 
However, the only pathological condition I saw was a 
crusty appearance on the legs of a few young boobies 
in tick-infested areas. These crusts seemed to have 
been caused by guano sticking to the open wounds left 
by ticks. 

Human disturbance .-Most of the colony was never 
disturbed until mid-February. Desertions began in the 
area farthest from any human disturbance. 

Heat.-Desertions began on the southern, windy side, 
Boobies deserted before cormorants, although the for
mer seem generally more tolerant of high temperatures 
(Vogt 1942). 
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FIG. 4. Durations of foraging trips by Peruvian Boobies 
and Guanay Cormorants on Mazorca in 1978. 

Food slzortage.-Cormorants, at least, tend to feed 
in immense groups of tens of thousands, which would 
presumably experience a similar feeding success 
throughout the group. A food shortage would result in 
an abrupt, widespread desertion of nests rather than 
the wave which was observed. 

( 1942) that if each cormo-
rant or booby needed to feed once per day, then with 
=12 h of daylight, durations of foraging of >6 h would 
be indicative of food shortages and predictive of mass 
desertions. In contrast, Cormorants and Pe-
ruvian Boobies at Mazorca spent <2 h 

4). 

deserted Peruvian nests 
Table 2) with number of breeding seasons since the 
last guano harvest showed a general increase of the 
tick population with each successive year since har-
vest (Fig. 5; r., = .36; 11 34; P < .05). 

DISCUSSION 

deserted, the greater among birds 
about to and the great number of ticks seen in 
the all suggest that these caused 
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FIG. 5. Tick abundances in relation to number of breeding 
seasons since last guano harvest. Data from all booby sites 
sampled (Zone B [Table l], deserted areas [Table 2]). 
.36; II 34; < 

the desertions on the guano islands. Similar deser-
tions, not by years of El Nifio, occurred 
in 30% of attempts over the years at the three 
islands studied. Together, these facts suggest that ticks 

cause of failure among the r1Pn<:1>1v 

Peruvian guano birds. 
Other of desertions do not fit the 

alleged to cause desertions were 
not present; the remaining two were never observed 
to attack defended nests. Human disturbance did not 
occur in most of the colony, and desertions began in 
the area most distant from any human activity. Simi
larly, desertions began on the coldest part of the is
land. 

A disease caused the 
have to be very virulent and infectious disease which 
attacked eggs or young but never adults. In addition, 

eggs or young, would have to be 
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ed with diagnostic skills which perceived symptoms in 
eggs or young which appeared and behaved "normal
ly" as far as I could determine. 

WHAT LIMITS THE POPULATIONS OF TICKS? 

Some of the guano islands have been occupied by 
dense colonies of seabirds for millenia (Hutchinson 
1950). Why doesn't every breeding season end up like 
the one on Mazorca in 1977-1978? What limits the 
numbers of ticks? 

There are a number of possibilities: the periodic 
crashes of the guano bird populations during El Niiio 
years might starve tick populations to such levels that 
they do not present a problem; ticks may have pred
ators that normally keep them under control; or human 
harvesting of guano every few years may be sufficient 
(at least in this century) to keep tick numbers down. 

During El Nino years, there may be few hosts on 
the islands as birds undertake eruptive dispersals in 
search of food (Vogt 1940). However, argasid ticks 
such as Ornithodoros are capable of fasting for years 
(Anastos 1957), so they could probably survive until 
the birds returned to the islands. In addition, with their 
larger clutches, rapid generation times, and a reliable 
food supply, ticks would be able to recover more rap
idly than the birds from any population crash. 

There are only a few potential predators of ticks in 
the extremely simple terrestrial communities of the 
guano islands. Murphy (1921) reported several species 
of spiders and a scorpion from the islands. He regard
ed a ground spider Dysdera murphyi as the primary 
tick predator on the basis of numerous tick exoskel
etons found near their burrows. However such re
mains could have been both shed nymphal exoskele
tons and the remains of females that died following 
oviposition. Murphy admitted that the spiders might 
have difficulties within the colonies where guano would 
clog their borrows or drown them, and palmiped feet 
would crush them. 

Vogt (1939) suggested that iguanid lizards Tropidu
rus spp. were the most important predators of ticks on 
the islands. Ticks seem to be a major part of the diet 
of the lizards, based on Vogt's results (1939) and those 
of the present study. However, Tropidurus is exclud
ed from the bird colonies by lack of shelter against the 
sun (Vogt 1942) and perhaps also by aggressive attacks 
by the birds. E. Ortiz (personal communication) and 
I saw lizards jabbed at by the boobies. Vogt (1939) 
speaks of lizards as "expulsada" (pushed out) from 
much of an island when birds were occupying it. He 
goes on to say that at the conclusion of avian nesting 
activity, the lizards disperse over the island. During 
the cooler portion of the year, I found ticks to be in
active, often in deep cracks in rock or burrowed into 

__ _the_guano_wher~~onld be invulnerable to lizard 
predation. 

There are no other likely predators. Ants are almost 
entirely absent from the islands. My only record was 

one species from a caretaker's garden on Lobos de 
Tierra. Murphy (1921) does not mention ants in his 
review of the islands' invertebrates. 

A final possibility is that the guano harvest controls 
tick populations. Every year or so, the guano is dug 
out with picks and shoveled down to bedrock. Brooms 
are used to sweep the rocks clean. Feathers and car
casses are burned or thrown into the sea (Vogt 1942). 
For arthropods living in the guano, this results in an 
abrupt and almost complete disappearance of their 
habitat. Many arthropods are undoubtedly bagged with 
the guano and removed from the islands. Lizards may 
escape this fate, but they are hunted by the guano 
extractors to supplement their food. 

One can test the importance of extraction compared 
to predators in regulating tick numbers by looking at 
the size of tick populations with increasing years since 
the last guano harvest. If predators are most impor
tant, ticks should decrease as predators become more 
common with each successive year. On the other hand, 
if the harvest is more important, then tick numbers 
should increase with each breeding season since the 
last guano harvest. 

The significant, positive correlation between tick 
numbers and breeding seasons since last harvest (Fig. 
5; rs .36; n = 34; P < .05) supports the importance 
of guano extraction compared to predation in limiting 
ticks. 

Guano extraction is an ancient industry (Cieza de 
Leon 1554, Garcilaso de la Vega 1609) although Vogt 
(1942) has questioned the extent of such harvesting. 

In the periods before Amerinds harvested guano, 
burrowing seabirds were common in the original guano 
beds (Hutchinson 1950). These burrows may have al
lowed higher densities of lizards and other potential 
predators such that ticks could have been controlled. 

Alternatively, if tick populations in the past were 
large enough to cause desertions, even in the presence 
of predators and occasional human guano extraction, 
birds may have been forced to let the islands lie fallow 
until the tick populations starved down to endurable 
levels. This would have aggravated the existing short
age of nesting sites free of terrestrial predators and led 
to selection for even denser colonies (Duffy l 980). 

EFFECTS OF TICKS ON OTHER Brno SPECIES 

Ticks seem to be an important part of the nesting 
environment of Peruvian guano birds. Are these birds, 
nesting at very high densities, unique, or are ticks im
portant in the biology of other birds? 

Table 3 lists some tick 'outbreaks' reported in the 
literature. The list is certainly not complete. However, 
the avian hosts ranged from swallows and falcons to 
herons and seabirds Colonial nesting and traditionaL 
nesting sites seem to be common characteristics of the 
species. Of the 46 reports, 15 (33%) mention deser
tions or death of young as a consequence of the infes-
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TABLE 3. A list of tick outbreaks from the literature. 

Tick species Host Location 

Omithodoros capensis Brown Pelican Texas 

Texas Ornithodoros capensis White Pelican 

Omirlwdoros 

Omitlwdoros cape11sis 

Ornithodoros cape11sis 

Ornithodoros "''"''""'" 
0. de11nwrki 

0. denmarki 

0. 'near' denmarki 

0. 'near' dennwrki 

0. 'near' denmarki 

maritimus 

0. maritimus 

0. 111ariti11111s 

amblus 

0. amb/11s 

0. lll/ICSChecki 

A. c11cw11cri1111s 

A. rohertsi 

A. robertsi 

A. mbertsi 

Ethiopia 

Wood Ibis (Ibis ibis) Kenya 

Sooty Tern Seychelles 

species Johnston Atoll 

Brown Noddy (An- Dry Tortugas 
ous stolidus) 

Brown Pelican Mexico 

various species Oregon 

Masked Booby (Sula Galapagos 
dactylatra) 

Waved Albatross Galapagos 
(Diomcdca irrora-
ta) 

Herring GuU (Lams Tunisia 
arge11tat11s) 

terns (Stcrna) spp. France 

various spp. Ireland 

guano birds Peru 

birds Peru 

guano Peru 

guano birds Peru 

Gulf 

Socotra Cormorant 

Turkey Vulture (Ca- Peru 
thar!es aura) 

heronry Australia 

heronry Thailand 

heronry Taiwan 

Bank Swallow 

various 

Effect 

colony desertion 

colony desertion 

not reported 

not reported 

colony desertion 

not reported 

not reported 

colony desertion 

not reported 

not reported 

possible desertion 

not reported 

not reported 

reported 

restricted nesting 

death of young, 

human illness 

desertions 

not reported 

not reported 

not reported 

not reported 

Ecology. Vol. 64. No. 

Reference 

King et al. l977a 

K. 

Hoogstraal et al. l 976 

Feare 1976 

Amerson and Shelton 1976 

Denmark and Clifford 1962 

King et al. 1977 h 

Clifford et al. 1970 

Rice 1977:25 

Rice 1977:36,38 

Vermeil 1954; Hoogstraal et 
al. 1976 

Vermeil and Rebel 1976; 
Hoogstraal et al. 1976 

Keirans et al. 1976 

LaValle 1918 

Vogt 1942 

this study 

Hoogstraal et 1970 

Oliphant et al. 1976 

1947 

Clifford al. 1978 

Hoogstraal et al. 1975 

Hoogstraal et al. 1975 

Hoogstraal et al. 1975 
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TABLE 3. Continued. 

Tick species Host Location Effect Reference 

I. 11riae Common Murre British Columbia possible cause of Ballard and Ring 1979 
(Uria {Ui/ge) death 

I. uriae Brunnich's Murre USSR not reported Votyakov et al. 1974 
(Uria lomvia) 

I. baergi Cliff Swallow USA no effect Baerg 1944 

I. rotlzsclzildi Northern Fulmar Ireland not reported Kelly and Walton 1977 
(Fulnwrus glaci-
a/is) 

I. auritulus White-capped Alba- Australia weak, light young Johnstone et al. 1975 
tross (Diomedeo 
cauta) 

Amb/yomma loculo- Brown Noddy Farquahar Atoll not reported Stoddard and Poore 1970 
sum 

Hyalomma margina- rooks and gulls USSR 
111111 

Hyalomma margina- Common Tern (Ster- USSR 
tum 1w hirundo) 

unknown Atlantic Puffin (Fra- Ireland 
tercula arctica) 

unknown Brown Booby (Sula Australia 
leucogaster) 

unknown Cape Cormorant Namibia 
(Plzalacrocorax ca-
pensis) 

unknown Cape Cormorant South Africa 
(Phalacrocorax ca-
pensis) 

unknown Crowned Cormorant South Africa 
(Phalacrocorax 
corona/us) 

unknown Brown Pelican Galapagos 

tation. Only 2 report no effects. Unfortunately 24 (52o/c) 
give no information on possible effects. 

Looking beyond just ticks and nesting failure, ec
toparasites may also influence growth of young, nest 
structure, and nest and colony tenure. For example, 
Moss and Kamin (1970) found that Purple Martins 
Progne subis fledged larger clutches and heavier young 
in the absence of the martin mite Dermanyssus prog
nephilus. Chapman (1973) reported similar results for 
Cliff Swallows Petrochelidon pyrrlwnota. J. Faaborg 
(personal communication) has found that buildups of 
populations of the avian bedbug Oeciacus vicarius limit 
the life-spans of colonies of Cliff Swallows in the mid
western United States. Similar mechanisms may be at 
work in colonies of Bank Swallows which are usually 
active for no more than 4 yr (McBriar and Stevenson 
1976) and in individual Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica 
nests (personal observation). 

Houston (1979) suggested that Fairy or White Terns 

tree crotches to reduce or eliminate ectoparasites ex
perienced by sympatric, arboreal-nest-building species. 

not reported Berezin 1971 

not reported Andreev and Shcherbina 
1975 

not reported Evans 1971 

death of young Reithmuller 1931 

not reported Berry 1975 

not reported Williams 1978 

not reported Williams 1978 

desertions D. C. Duffy (personal ob-
servation) 

Plath (1919) concluded that birds with more densely 
constructed nests have a higher load of parasitic Pro
tocalliphora fly larvae than more loosely constructed 
nests. 

Ectoparasites might also explain why Iandbirds typ
ically build additional nests when raising successive 
broods. 

Thinking ecologically about parasites may have ben
efits outside the study of birds. The study of the social 
behavior and ecology of animals has by and large con
centrated on the benefits and ignored the disadvan
tages of sociality (e.g., Wilson 1975). We know from 
the history of our own species the dominant role that 
disease and parasites have played (Ashburn 1947, 
Zinsser 1960, Sigerist 1962). Those who wish to use 
sociobiology for a better understanding of humans 
might find it profitable to explore more deeply the ef
fects of parasites on other species. 

I am grateful to the officials of PESCA PERU for permis
sion to work on the guano islands. I benefited from discus-
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sions with members of the lnstituto de! Mar (Callao), W. R. 
P. Bourne, H. Hoogstraal, G. Hunt, T. Price, D. Schneider, 
R. Ricklefs, G. Watson, H. Zimmerberg, and especially the 
Princeton Pinhead Ecology N. Atkins, C. Gamba, C. 
Hays, E. Ortiz, B. Torres, and all helped with field 
work and census records. Grace Russell produced the illus
trations. Finally, the guards on the islands helped with their 
knowledge and hospitality. 

This study was by National Science Foundation 
DEB 77 ! 6077; of American States: 

The for Bird Preservation (Pan 
American) and by Princeton University. 

I am deeply appreciative of the support and assistance of 
all these individuals and organizations. 
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